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ABSTRACT
The objective of this article is to foster greater retrospection and discourse on the
process of conducting literature reviews when underaking scholarly business studies. The
authors’ present their experiences of ‘experimenting’ with a systematic and purposive process
of conducting a review of the literature on customer beliefs in Australia regarding transgenic
foods and food crops. Information across identical constructs from extant studies were
identified, tabulated, reviewed and discussed. This process revealed that there are benefits in
switching from the current dependence in business, humanities and social science research on
narrative literature reviews to considering a switch to structured literature reviews, the
predominant process of literature reviews in medical and physical sciences research. The
authors conclude that structured literature reviews enable literature search and review to be
conducted systematically and purposefully and facilitate more rigorous analysis of past
studies across defined constructs such as study context, methodology, data analysis
techniques, sample size and characteristics rather than primarily focusing on the conclusions
of past studies, the predominant thrust in narrative literature reviews. Searching for specific
information, capturing these and tabulating the information help identify knowledge gaps
arising from methodological, contextual and other variations and thereby provides a more
informed basis for constructing evidence based statement of knowledge gaps and the
justifications for conducting research. This experiment is by no means exhaustive, it is a pilot
study. However, the authors’ are of the opinion that there is no need to conduct a more
exhaustive study to justify the need to switch to structured literature reviews as the findings
of this study provide sufficient evidence of the benefits of structured literature reviews.
Keywords - literature review, structured review, purposive review, systematic review,
knowledge gaps, research justification
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INTRODUCTION
This article discusses the authors’ experiences and findings of experimenting with a
process of purposefully and systematically extracting information from extant studies and
reviewing past studies through more deliberate cognizance of factors such as study context,
methodology, data analysis techniques, sample characteristics and sample size when
reviewing past studies. The experiment by the authors’ reveals that structured literature
reviews, predominantly adopted in medical and physical sciences, offers distinct advantages
in comparison to narrative literature reviews, currently the overarching basis of conducting
literature reviews in business, humanities and social sciences studies.
The study advances knowledge on an important aspect of business research through
proposing a process to systematically identify gaps in knowledge and justify the need for
research. Research is highly demanding in terms of emotional, human and financial
commitments (Heath, 2010). Consequently research that does not advance knowledge is
wasteful and should not be pursued. Literature reviews forms the basis of determining the
status of knowledge. Consequently, there is need to retrospect and investigate how gaps in
knowledge can be more rigorously identified. The authors’ concede that the findings in this
study may not be generalizable and that further research may be needed. However, the thesis
in this article has to be purviewed from the overarching objective of the article, foster
retrospection and discourse on an important task when conducting business research.
Scholarly articles invariably review past studies and discuss the findings and
conclusions of these studies. The raison d’être for this article is the authors’ observation that
literature reviews in business studies invariably tend to be narrative accounts that almost
always focus on citing past studies to support the position of authors rather than explaining
how past studies informed the research question and thereby justified the inquiry. The
authors’ contend that the literature reviews should clearly identify gaps in knowledge,
omissions in past studies, errors or contextual and methodological limitations of past studies
and thereby enable scholars to use information in past studies to justify the need for a new
inquiry.
Scholarly research is a systematic inquiry. Consequently, it is appropriate that
literature reviews that inform such inquiries should also be conducted systematically and
purposefully. Systematically and purposefully conducted literature reviews, described in this
article as structured literature reviews, help stakeholders such as funding agencies, reviewers
and peers more readily identify methodological, contextual and other limitations of past
studies, gaps in knowledge and appreciate the justifications for a research initiative (Armitage
and Keeble-Allen, 2008; Petticrew and Roberts, 2006).
REVIEW AND DISCUSSIONS
Structured literature reviews are appraisals of past studies conducted systematically,
purposefully and methodologically (Armitage and Keeble-Allen, 2008; Petticrew, 2001).
Because natural sciences research draws on epistemological consensus whereas business
research draws on ontological consensus, it has been argued that structured literature reviews
are appropriate for natural science research and not so appropriate for social science or
business research (Tranfield et al., 2003; Starkey and Madan, 2001; Petticrew, 2001;
Tranfield and Starkey, 1998). This may explain why structured literature reviews are not used
extensively in scholarly business research projects. Where structured literature reviews are
used in business research, it tends to be studies that invoke meta-analyses or that focus on
technical issues and use quantitative techniques (Woo et.al, 2011; Panayides et al., 2009;
Stahlbock and Vos, 2008; Burgess et al., 2006; Steenken et al., 2004). It is also evident that
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studies that invoke meta-analysis tend to examine only one or two specific variables (for
example methodology) and do not critique past studies on the basis of multiple variables.
Key word search of bibliographic databases using words such as ‘structured literature
review’, ‘purposeful literature review’, ‘systematic literature review’ and ‘methodological
literature review’ identified only two articles. Consequently, it seems that that the term
‘structured literature review’, an extensively used nomenclature in the natural science domain
is not part of the nomenclature in social science and business research. It could be that the
term ‘structured literature reviews’ or similar terminology is not used in social science and
business research but, nevertheless, researchers undertake literature reviews using this
process. Further investigation revealed that this is not the case. Analysis of literature reviews
in more than100 articles in the last five years in fifteen highly tiered business journals
revealed that authors have not used structured literature reviews to conduct their studies.
Further, of the 72 citations in Tranfield et al. (2003), all citations specific to structured
literature reviews are from medical and health science journals. Therefore, there is
overwhelming evidence that structured literature review is not widely used in business
research. It seems that because of epistemological and ontological considerations, business
scholars have assumed that structured literature reviews are not appropriate for their work.
In the last two decades there has been a proliferation of scholarly business journals,
both in print and electronic format. Consequently, there has been substantial increase in the
volume of scholarly articles. The high volume of scholarly business journals has fostered a
parallel debate about the ‘quality’ of many of these publications. These concerns are evident
from the actions of governments, top tier business schools and accrediting agencies to rank
scholarly publications. For example, research quality assurance initiatives such as the
Research Excellence Framework in the United Kingdom and Excellence in Research for
Australia in Australia attempt to rank scholarly research publication and use ‘quality of
publications’ (as determined by the publication outlet of the article) as one of the measures of
research performance of universities. Even if one does not agree with journal rankings used
in these research quality initiatives in the United Kingdom or Australia, the fact that
governments in these highly research intensive countries have introduced journal rankings,
suggest that the proliferation of scholarly journals have contributed to concerns regarding the
quality of some of these journals.
In the last three decades, there has also been substantial increase in the use of
bibliographic databases for literature search and retrieval. The ready availability of
bibliographic databases has contributed to easier and speedier access of scholarly articles.
Consequently, it can be surmised that the scope to pursue systematic literature search and
review would have increased. However, notwithstanding the widespread availability of
bibliographic databases, as discussed earlier, analyses of articles in fifteen highly tiered
scholarly business titles for the past five years indicate that authors do not use structured
literature reviews. Literature reviews are presented as discourses that focus on supporting the
position of researchers through citing studies that support or refute statements made by them
rather than being rigorous and critical analyses of current knowledge across defined
constructs (Fink, 1998; Hart, 1998; Whitley, 1984a, 1984b).
Literature review and the scope to cite past studies have also become simpler because
of the availability of information technology enabled capabilities such as Endnote.
Increasingly, business research is pursued as cross-disciplinary initiatives. Consequently,
traditional disciplinary silos such as that between marketing and management have become
blurred. Furthermore, in the last three decades, there has been a proliferation of universities
that provide doctoral and master’s level business qualifications. This too has contributed to
substantial increase in research student numbers and with it the volume of publications by
research students and supervisors. The increase in research projects, growth in numbers of
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scholarly journals through which the findings of these studies are disseminated and concerns
regarding the quality of some of these publication outlets suggest that greater attention should
be accorded to critical and rigorous review of extant studies so as to determine whether the
time and financial investment in a proposed project is justified. It is imperative that scholarly
research should use knowledge in extant studies, present the current state of knowledge and
critically discuss the justifications for a study through, for example, identifying gaps in
knowledge, methodological limitations, and contextual considerations that could limit the
value of the knowledge in past studies.
No doubt, the structure used to review past studies would be informed by objectives
of the proposed inquiry. It may, therefore, not be appropriate to prescribe a defined structure
other than to recommend that literature search and reviews should be undertaken
systematically and methodologically and that information should be presented in a structured
format so that analyses of the justifications for the study from a scholarly, practitioner and
policy informing perspective becomes clearer. Therefore, notwithstanding observations that
because of contextual considerations and its applied orientation, it would be difficult to use
structured literature reviews in business research (Tranfield and Starkey, 1998), based on
project specific experience, this article presents a case for more widespread use of structured
literature reviews in business inquiries. The use of structured literature reviews could
improve the un-checked use of scarce human, financial and infrastructural resources to
investigate issues that have already been researched or not using knowledge from past studies
to appropriately inform new inquiries.
In order to capture context specific considerations, this article draws on the
experiences of the authors in using a structured literature review to inform a research project
on customer beliefs and attitudes in Australia to the use of transgenic food crops and
processed foods. One of the reasons for using this study as a case example is because the
literature search revealed that, notwithstanding evidence that the use of gene technology in
food and crop production has evoked substantial public debate in Australia, only eighteen
scholarly business articles on this topic could be identified through key word search. It could
be contended that reviewing studies that report on research completed elsewhere in the world
should also have been included in this study. However, the aim of the discussions in this
article is to determine current knowledge regarding beliefs and attitudes of customers in
Australia to the use of transgenic processed foods and crops. Consequently, knowledge from
studies conducted in other countries is not central to this inquiry. Additionally, because the
objective of this article is to review the benefits and limitations of invoking structured
literature reviews in business research inquiries, limiting the review to Australia also enables
easier operationalization of the study without diminishing its rigor.
The literature review discussed in this article aims to map extant knowledge; compare
findings, review methods, data analyses and data interpretation techniques in past studies;
identify the limitations, if any, of past studies; and thereby analyse the need to conduct a
‘new’ study. Additionally, adopting a systematic process of literature review also helped
identify the potential contributions of the proposed study and thereby present evidence based
justifications for the ‘new’ inquiry.
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
The first task in conducting literature reviews is to undertake an exhaustive literature
search. The literature search has to be conducted systematically and purposefully to ensure
that all relevant articles are identified. In the case of the research discussed in this article,
literature search was completed through key word search of the phrases ‘genetically
modified’, ‘genetically engineered’, ‘genetic manipulation’, ‘gene technology’, ‘novel food
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technology’, ‘transgenic foods’, ‘transgenic crops’, ‘biotechnology’ and ‘Australia’ within
the subject areas of ‘health and social science’ and ‘business’ in the bibliographic databases
Business Source Complete, Emerald, JSTOR Business Collection, Web of Science, Web of
Knowledge, Scopus, Zetoc, Proquest, and Australian Public Affairs Information Service.
The keyword search yielded 215 records amongst which only 18 were peer reviewed
scholarly articles. Based on reviewing the abstracts of these 18 articles, 16 articles that
focussed specifically on the research issue (including one article by Norton et al. on the
method used in an earlier study) were identified as being appropriate for the inquiry. Of the
two articles that were eliminated, one focussed on trade issues (Anderson and Jackson, 2005)
and the other focussed on regulatory issues (Brent et al., 2003).
Next, the references in the 16 articles were checked to determine whether all peerreviewed articles on the research issue had been captured through the key word search. After
this, discussions were conducted with ‘Key Informants’ and peers regarding journals in
which scholarly articles on beliefs of Australian consumers to transgenic foods and crops are
likely to be published. Based on these discussions with ‘Key Informants’ and peers, the
following ten scholarly journals were identified: Appetite, Australasian Biotechnology,
British Food Journal, Food Quality and Preference, Public Understanding of Science,
Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture, Australian Journal of Agricultural and
Resource Economics, Food Policy, Geoforum, Nutrition and Food Science and Food
Australia. The ‘Table of Contents’ of all issues of these journals for the past five years were
examined to determine whether there have been any articles in these journals that were not
captured in the bibliographic databases or references of the 16 articles identified through key
word search. These actions did not uncover any additional publications to that which were
identified through the key word search.
Next, an ‘Information Table’ (Appendix 1) was created to capture the following
information:
Column
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Item
Author/year

Objectives
To cite sources
To track “datedness” of citations
Study Objectives To identify the motivations, aims and objectives of
past studies
Study Context
To determine the focus of the study in regard to
region, market segment, industry segment, customer
segment and types of respondents.
To determine whether the study context had
implications in informing the proposed study
To critically assess the alignment of study aims and
objectives to study contexts and thereby evaluate
whether the findings and conclusions are appropriate
Research Methods To critically analyse the appropriateness and rigor of
the research techniques and methods used in the
study
To determine if the research method and techniques
used could potentially influence the findings
To determine the implications of the study method on
the generalizability of the findings
Sample
To determine if the study sample and sample size are
appropriate
To determine if sample selection was conducted
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7.

Data Analysis
Response Rate

8.
9.

Conclusions
Remarks
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systematically and rigorously
To identify potential implications of sample selection
and sample size on method, data analyses and
findings
To determine if data analysis methods are appropriate
To assess response rate effects on findings
To assess the actions taken to reduce response rate
effects
To state the conclusions of the study
To assess whether the conclusions of the study are
appropriate on the basis of context, methods, sample,
data analyses and response rates
To assess the implications of the study’s conclusions
on the research project being developed

The 16 articles identified through the bibliographic database search were read
purposefully with the objective of obtaining information to complete all sections of the
‘Information Table’ shown in the Appendix.
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
An obvious benefit of using this process is that it facilitates comparisons of study
contexts, methods, study sample, data analyses and conclusions across all articles being
reviewed. The approach generated information that reveals the scope and limitations of using
knowledge in past studies to inform the research being pursued. For example, the completed
‘Information Table’ in the Appendix reveals that:
a)

Sample selection in Baumüller (2001) and Schibeci et al. (1997) (Item 1 and 11) may
not be useful to study the beliefs and behaviors of customers (consumers or businessto-business) regarding transgenic foods. Baumüller (2001) surveyed university
students, sample size was small (n=39) and inter- and intra-group differences were not
assessed. Schibeci et al. also used a small sample (n=60) of which 19 were university
students. Although the objective of the Schibeci et al. study was to determine consumer
beliefs, consumers per se were not surveyed. Therefore, these studies do not
appropriately inform the research that was being investigated and therefore could not
appropriately inform the study pursued by the authors’. Additionally, the review
revealed methodological limitations in past studies thereby highlighting gaps in
knowledge and justifications for the study.

b)

Of the sixteen studies reviewed, eleven (Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 (2 articles), 11, 13 and
14) are purportedly based on survey of consumers. However, response rates in surveys
that informed three of these studies (Items 3, 6 and 13) were less than 20%. These are
low response rates and therefore further actions to determine the effects of nonresponse bias should have been considered. However, none of these studies report that
actions were taken to check whether there was non-response bias. Five studies (3, 8, 9a,
13, 14) used structured questionnaires in surveys but there was no information on
whether questions from past studies were replicated or whether new questions were
developed. All five studies that used structured questionnaires used this method
exclusively thereby presenting the possibility that other research methods such as focus
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group interviews, in-depth interviews using single or multiple cues or observational
studies could have yielded different results. It therefore seems that the conclusions in
these studies may not have been based on rigorous methods of inquiry.
The article by Lockie et al. (Item 7) does not indicate response rates from the computer
assisted telephone interviews or how the focus group participants were screened and
recruited. There is also no information on how issues of non-response bias were
handled. The article by Norton et al. (1998a) and Klerck and Sweeney (2007) (Items 9
and 14) do not indicate how the study sample was selected, response rates achieved in
the surveys and how issues of non-response bias were addressed.
c)

Five studies (Items 4, 8, 10, 11 and 12) explored beliefs of key stakeholders. However,
these studies do not reveal whether information from the consumer studies was used in
these studies. As was the case with the consumer studies, the studies on key
stakeholders too were based on small samples with potentially great variability in
heuristics and, notwithstanding this limitation; inter-group differences were not
investigated in these studies. For example, Dietrich and Schibeci (2003) and Russell
(2008) (Items 4 and 10) investigated the beliefs of various groups but do not discuss the
variability in attitudes, if any, across the groups that were researched. Also, these
studies on key stakeholders do not explain how survey participants were identified and
whether they were screened to check their appropriateness as informants. McDougall
et al. (2001) (Item 8) administered 1,000 questionnaires to pulse farmers in Western
Australia that yielded a response rate of 19%, however, McDougall et al. do not
investigate non-response bias. Consequently, the information from this large (in terms
of sample size and number of respondents) study does not provide conclusive
knowledge about attitudes within an important industry group (pulse growers) to the
adoption of gene technology.

CONCLUSIONS
This study used a structured and purposeful process to complete the literature review
for a study on Australian consumers’ beliefs and attitudes to transgenic foods and crops. The
literature review revealed that, notwithstanding the fact that several studies have been
completed on Australian consumers’ beliefs and attitudes to transgenic foods and crops, there
is significant ‘gap in knowledge’ on this issue. This is largely the outcome of the
methodological limitations (such as low response rates to surveys, unrepresentativeness of
the samples used in the study and sample size) in several of these studies. Other limitations
identified included the use of single methods of inquiry, non-replication of questions in past
studies, not testing for non-response bias, and not examining group differences or differences
arising from heuristics. Additionally, the review indicates that most studies did not contain
information on how the sample was selected and where such information was available it
seems that there was bias in the methods used to screen and recruit survey participants.
Because of these limitations, notwithstanding the fact that this question has been of interest to
policy makers and researchers for nearly three decades, research on this topic can be
described as being in its infancy. These gaps in knowledge and the consequent justification
for a study on beliefs and attitudes of Australian consumers to transgenic foods and crops
became more clearly evident because the authors’ undertook a systematic and purposeful
process of conducting the literature review. This knowledge may not have become so clearly
evident if a traditional narrative form of literature review was conducted. Based on this
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evidence, it can be concluded that the use of structured literature reviews should be
encouraged in business research projects.
It is evident that structured literature reviews have not been widely used in business
and marketing research. It has been used to a limited extent in meta-analyses and in some
studies that use quantitative data analyses, particularly studies that focus on issues such as
logistics, warehousing, transportation and supply chain. The findings of this inquiry indicate
that structured literature reviews are rarely, if at all, used in most qualitative business
research. Structured literature reviews help more clearly identify differences in extant studies
across defined parameters, capture the value and limitations of extant studies in informing a
‘new’ inquiry and identify knowledge gaps. In short, important information is not buried in a
narrative but is presented upfront. Based on this evidence, the authors’ conclude that there is
significant value in beginning a scholarly discourse on the value benefits of adopting
systematic and purposeful literature reviews.
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Appendix
Information Table: Customer Belief about Transgenic Foods and Crops
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